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About This Content

Save 75% and jump in to the battle in style with the Ultimate Skins Pack. Own fourteen of the most desired and unique skins
plus twelve ships, each boasting a 20% boost to credit earnings in battle - and a 360 day timed booster to push your credit

earnings even higher.

Pack Contains:
Brawler – Taurus Ultimate Skin
Destroyer – Ares Ultimate Skin

Displacer – Typhoon Ultimate Skin
Enforcer – Hellhound Ultimate Skin
Enforcer - Cerberus Ultimate Skin

Hunter – Orion Ultimate Skin
Interceptor – Icarus Ultimate Skin
Protector – Athena Ultimate Skin

Reaper – Azrael Ultimate Skin
Watchman - Poseidon Ultimate Skin

Raider - Akula Ultimate Skin
Colossus - Charon Ultimate Skin

Gladiator - Calypso Ultimate Skin
Gladiator - Mimas Ultimate Skin

All nine ships
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360 day timed credit booster

You will not be reimbursed for any ships you currently own.
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Title: Fractured Space - Ultimate Skins Pack
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Edge Case Games Ltd.
Release Date: 3 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: 64bit Windows 7 SP1 / Windows 8 / Windows 8.1 / Windows 10

Processor: 2.3+ GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DX11 with Feature Level 11, SM5

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 16 GB available space

Additional Notes: Make sure your drivers and Windows are updated. Supported chipsets: NVIDIA 470 GTX, AMD HD6850,
Intel HD4600 or greater. Laptop versions of these chipsets may not be supported. Updates to your video and sound card drivers
may be required. We'll be constantly updating the game to lower the required specs, so bear with us if your machine is
struggling.
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best\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ever. This game is based on an interesting concept - playing a photographer tied
up in the struggles of the 1979 Iranian revolution. However, it suffers from a couple of crippling faults that make me not
recommend it.

First of all, the game is criminally short, with a total playtime of maybe 3 hours at best. And that is with reading every journal
entry and taking every optional photograph. This is made worse by the fact that the game SEEMS to lay the seeds for a story
with a much bigger scope with it's large cast and some narrative choices, but then cuts everything short just as things seem to
finally heat up.

While the dialogue is decent, the mood works well and the characters are all at least serviceable, this game also really fails to
deliver on the whole "gameplay" side of things. Action sequences are done via uninspired QTE-mechanics, the photography
aspects feel very scripted and basically just a way to deliver extra exposition and progress through regular areas is extremely
linear - the camera will usually guide you along a very narrow path with a couple of interacteable objects strung along, which
then ends at the object that starts the next sequence. Overall, it feels very transparantely more like an amusement park ride than
a game. There are no puzzles or real challenges in any meaningful sense of the word.

I can't recommend this game even to fans of the genre. I got it because I found the setting interesting, and the game certainly
delivers on that end, but it still left a bitter taste in my mouth. Don't buy. Or at least, wait until it invariably goes on sale below 5
bucks.. Great concept, but it is severely lacking in content and isn't very enjoyable. Combat is very lackluster, and in particular
bow's aren't even usable. Purchased on sale for $16.99 and I would not recommend it unless you're getting it under $10. Wait to
purchase this until the developers add more content.

Kudos on the movement system in the tower though, It really shows what no teleporting can really do.. Really pointless game.
Absolutely pointless.. Attention:
If you want to play this DLC with your friends every person that wants to play has to own it.

20th November 2015 Edit: Well seems like there was a change today and now there is only one version of this and only the host
has to own it. Thanks for listening I guess even if it was with some delay.. Great game, starts off mostly platformer. The puzzles
have multiple ways to get by for the most part in the beginning of the game. Then the game quickly progresses to a harder bit
more fast paced platformer with one solution puzzles. The whole time your going there is a wierd princess following you that
has seemingly a crush on you but wants you for desert.

The art and cinematics are amazing as well.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=r5pql_h9M3w. Very fun game for 99c well i got it for 10c. Really fun game about
teaming up to kill the omegalodon (played by a player) and his friends. Unfortunately it seems kind of dead but it does go on
sale for $1 every steam sale, so maybe consider picking it up with your friends to try it out. The game is a lot of fun to play
grind in the early stages to get loot gold
and buy your way to unbeatabilty
it takes time its no cake walk timing sword swipes
strikes and special moves are crucial
the randomly generated levels are a breath of fresh air and
you get tough enemies on one level or easy on another
you may even get a level full of gold chests and loot
art animation to sound is top notch a very good game to play
I see this being on the switch its ideal for it Id buy it on that format
anyway the game is excellent from the east to master gameplay
to the heroes you collect and loot you buy and sell
I will be playiong more of this later but I enjoyed the time I did play
its addictive and thats a good sign for a game.....
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0v3i5MbSfRQ. Neat bite sized action game with a (not so) nice twist. I beat it in a couple of
hours but could see myself enjoying a second playthrough at some point.
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you take deagle and hop and death yes? very nice gaem.. Why is my body half way through the floor?. A rather deep 4X game
based in the 'Star Traders' universe created by the Trese Brothers.

Unlike other 4X games I've played, this one has 3 races of peoples trying to colonize planets deep in space, and they HATE each
other. Your role is the leader or overseer of them, and politics play a huge role in this game. In addition to trying to build the
colonies, research a huge tech tree for economic and weapons tech, build up a defense system and fleets of different ships, you
have to worry about the different races spying, going to war, barring trade with each other. All have negative effects on the
overall economy.

There are several difficulty levels, tons of maps, and 9 different races to choose from. Really good value and replayability from
this alone.

Ship customizing is quite detailed, allowing you to build about 10 different ship types, and customize engines, shields, crew
training and more (once you have researched the tech).

Ok, now add to this the ability to add one or more alien races to the game, all with different personalities and tendencies (more
aggressive, etc...), and they are trying to kill off all of your planets. Late in the game, you are tinkering with the economy,
politics, research, building, moving ships, attacking the enemy, invading their planets, repairing your vessels, and more on
EACH TURN. Quite complex and fulfilling. Fortunately, there are several Let's Play vids now available on youtube, and the
Trese Brothers forum is active and full of helpful players to learn strategies, ship build designs, etc...

While the graphics are 2D and a bit on the simple side, I can whole-heartedly recommend this game. Frequent updates are the
norm with Trese Brothers, so UI improvements, new tech tree options, features, balancing, etc... happen on a regular basis..
Interesting game. Not much in gameplay except moving around a house whilst looking for paranormal activity. good indie
effort.. GOROD KOROVVVVVVVVVVVVV

. As it currently is, I can't recommend it.

I absolutely love the concept, and when the gameplay is actually working, it's so fun to scale walls and reach the top. But half of
the stones that aren't climbable are exactly identical to the stones that are climbable. The game is very restrictive with what route
you can take; it doesn't seem like you're actually following pre-defined rules to climb the tower with your own route, it's more
like you're scouting out the route that the developers decided would be the one single way to climb the tower, and any other
stones outside of that route are completely unresponsive to climbing.

This is all not to mention the horrendous movement system. I mean, I like the concept. It's a little cool to swing your arms as you
might in real life, all in order to move in the game. But no matter what you do, it feels like you're either sliding forward at a
breakneck speed, or wiggling around in place, moving slightly in a direction that you really don't wanna go. I've walked into
walls and been lazily teleported a few feet back numerous times, no matter how I try to use the movement controls. Simply
teleport locomotion is fine. Alternatively, using the trackpad for movement is fine. There's no need to have this fancy gimmicky
movement if it's going to so horrendously impact how easy it is to move around in a 3D space.

The climbing system is fun. The gripping system is not. In order to climb, you grip onto the stones of the outside wall, and pull
yourself up with that hand while grabbing onto the next ledge with your other hand. That's actually very fun. Except you're way
better off literally shoving your hand through the solid stone to be sure you'll grab it, rather than grabbing just the outside of the
stone and (nine times out of ten) randomly plummeting back down to the bottom because the game didn't register that you were
trying to grab the stone -- literally the only mechanic the game has to have working, and it's finnicky and frustrating to use.

I figured I would recommend this game even if it was just a little good because of the price tag. But after playing it, the
experience was just too unresponsive (and at times its controls were eye-rollingly ridiculous) to even merit a second attempt. I
wish all the best to the developers and I hope they can improve the game to make changing my review an inevitability. But holy
hell, is this annoying to play where it is.. best dlc that ever existed 0\/0. achievement easy af also fun puzzle
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